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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a case history of an earth pressure balance (EPB) shield tunneling constructed in a
close distance near constructed underground structures in soft deposit of Shanghai. In order to protect
existing underground structures, field observation was carried out, including reinforcement stress of
interior structure and lateral displacement of the diaphragm wall. Throughout the shield tunneling con-
struction, various countermeasures were adopted based on field observation feedback to minimize
adverse environmental influences. The maximum cumulative lateral displacement of the diaphragm wall
is about 11 mm. The maximum stress of reinforcement is 18.6 MPa, much less than the design value of
steel tensile strength. These results and countermeasures are useful for engineers and technicians to
select serviceable machine operation parameters and reduce environmental impacts during shield tun-
neling construction.

Crown Copyright � 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A lot of tunnels are constructed with shield tunneling method in
soft soil in China (Liao et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2009, 2010; Li et al.,
2009; Hu et al., 2009). With the development of urban under-
ground space and emergency of urban rail transit system, there
are increasingly shield tunnels closely constructed between exist-
ing underground structures in the soft deposit of Shanghai (Bai
and Ding, 2009; Shen et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2011; Tan and Li,
2011; Tan and Wei, 2011). Consequently, it is a challenge problem
for engineers to successfully construct these shield tunnels and
protect the surrounding environment. There are a lot of studies
conducted on close spaced tunneling constructions. Soliman et al.
(1993) presented a consistent stress-deformation analysis for the
tunnels considering the mutual influence of the consecutive tube
driving in a two-tube underground railway. Loganathan et al.
(2000) performed three centrifuge model tests to assess tunnel-
ling-induced ground deformations in clays and their effects on
adjacent pile foundations. Burd et al. (2000) described a three-
dimensional finite element analysis, in which the tunnel, the soil
and a building were all treated in a single analysis. In order to
assess settlement damage to buildings due to tunnel construction,
Addenbrooke and Potts (2001) presented non-linear finite element
analyses of twin tunnel construction, and got a conclusion that
both relative position and tunnel-spacing have a great influence
on the ground settlement. Mroueh and Shahrour (2003) presented

a study of the interaction between tunneling in soft soils and adja-
cent structures using a full three-dimensional finite element mod-
el. Shin et al. (2006) proposed a new strategy to predict ground
movements and potential damages of the adjacent structures.
Cheng et al. (2007) described the development and application of
a simple and useful displacement controlled model to predict the
effects of tunnel excavation on adjacent pile foundations. Bilotta
(2008) investigated the potential of a vertical diaphragm wall to
modify the displacement field induced by tunnel excavation based
on centrifuge tests and numerical analyses.

In the aforementioned research, the results are based on numer-
ical analysis and there are very few field observations on the
behavior of underground structures within a very close distance
as shield tunneling machine passes through. The objective of this
paper is to present a field history of observed performance of near-
by underground structures during shield tunnel construction in the
soft deposit in Shanghai.

2. Descriptions of monitoring site and soil conditions

The construction site is located at Baiyang Station of Metro Line
M7 in Pudong New Development Area in Shanghai. This tunnel was
constructed from Longyang Station to Baiyang Station with the
earth pressure balance (EPB) shield machine. The EPB shield
machine has an external diameter of 6.34 m and a length of
8.60 m. And it was launched from the departure shaft at Longyang
Station and finally reached the arrival shaft at Baiyang Station.
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the station and tunnel. The tunnel
of this section is 916.8 m long and consists of 764 segments. The
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size of each ring of lining is 0.35 m thick and 1.2 m wide and each
segment of this section is labeled subsequently from ring R1 to
R764 from Longyang Station to Baiyang Station (see Fig. 1). The
underground structures were composed of diaphragm wall at out-
side and interior structures, which were cast after diaphragm wall.
Tunnel is very close to the outside wall of station structure from
3.8 to 5.9 m.

The soft deposit of Shanghai is a multi-aquifer-aquitard system
(MAAS) with high groundwater level (Xu et al., 2008, 2009; Shen
and Xu, 2011). The groundwater level fluctuates between 1 to
2 m below the ground surface. According to the site investigation
results, Fig. 2 gives main physical and mechanical parameters of
strata. In general, water content is generally close to its liquid limit
and plasticity index of the very soft clay is about 20%. Void ratio e is
determined from laboratory tests; and compression index Cc is
obtained from laboratory oedometer tests. The tunnel is con-
structed in the very soft clay at the elevation of approximately
�7 m to �12 m. The very soft clay is rich in groundwater with high
compressibility and low permeability. This kind of soft deposit has
strong time-dependent behavior, e.g. consolidation and creep (Chai
et al., 2002; Yin et al., 2011).

3. Monitoring procedures

Field monitoring on underground structures includes inclinom-
eter and stress gauge of reinforcement. Instrumented place is ar-
ranged within 40 m form the arrival shaft. Fig. 3 shows the
layout of measuring points. Lateral displacement is observed with

the inclinometer tubes and the depth of 24 m at D-1 and D-2. Rein-
forcement stresses are monitored at four stress gauges labeled as J-
1T, J-1V, J-2T and J-2V, in which, J-1T and J-2T denote transverse
stress gauges; J-1V and J-2V vertical stress gauges.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Lateral displacement

Figs. 4 and 5 show the lateral displacements at D-1 and D-2
respectively, as the EPB shield machine drives through different
segments. The horizontal axis represents cumulative lateral dis-
placements; and vertical axis means depth in the inclinometer
tubes at D-1 and D-2 respectively. Positive lateral displacement
indicates that the deviation of diaphragm wall away from the tun-
nel, whereas the negative values denote diaphragm wall moving
towards the tunnel.

As shown in Fig. 4, the lateral displacements at D-1 are all posi-
tive, i.e. diaphragm wall deviates away from the tunnel. When the
EPB shield machine reaches to ring R730 (i.e., 876 m away from the
departure shaft), a maximum lateral displacement of 10 mm is re-
corded at a depth of 9.5 m. In addition, a maximum difference is
4 mm as EPB shield machine move from segment of ring R730 to
segment of ring R732 (i.e., from 876 to 878.4 m away from the
departure shaft).

In Fig. 5, the lateral displacements at D-2 indicate that the dia-
phragm wall move both away from and towards the tunnel, as the
EPB shield machine drive through different segments. When the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Longyang Station to Baiyang Station Metro project in Shanghai, China: (a) site plan, (b) section A–A, and (c) section B–B.
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EPB shield machine reaches the arrival shaft, a maximum lateral
displacement of -11 mm is recorded at a depth of 24 m at D-2. In

addition, a maximum difference is 12 mm as EPB shield machine
move from segment from ring R761 to the arrival shaft (i.e., from
913.2 to 916.8 m away from the departure shaft). It means sudden
change of large displacement of the diaphragm wall, when the EPB
shield machine arrives at the arrival shaft. The reason for the afore-
mentioned phenomena of large displacement change is owing to
the instant release of earth pressure supporting the wall due to
opening of the enclosed door of the arrival shaft when shield ma-
chine arrives at the arrival shaft, which can also be found in the
surface settlement (see Fig. 11).

4.2. Reinforcement stress

Figs. 6 and 7 plot reinforcement stresses of at J-1 and J-2 during
construction. The plus and minus signs of reinforcement stress
respectively indicate tensile stress and compressive stress.

As shown in Fig. 6, reinforcement stresses at J-1 are tensile in
both transversal and vertical directions (i.e., J-1T and J-1V). Rein-
forcement stresses of J-1T and J-1V gradually increases with the in-
crease of the distance away from the departure shaft before shield
machine reached arrival shaft. The maximum tensile stress in
transversal direction of 4.9 MPa is obtained at approximately ring

Fig. 2. Soil properties at the construction site.
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R748 (i.e., 897.6 m away from the departure shaft); and the maxi-
mum tensile stress in vertical direction of 6.5 MPa is obtained at
approximately ring R752 (902.4 m from departure shaft). Tensile
stresses of J-1T and J-1V remain approximately 3.0 MPa and
4.2 MPa respectively at 60 days after the tunnel construction.

As shown in Fig. 7, reinforcement stresses of J-2T and J-2V are
also tensile stress. Before the shield machine reaches arrival shaft,
tensile stress of J-2T increases with the increase of the distance
away from the departure shaft; whereas tensile stress in transver-
sal direction dramatically increases when the distance is 903 m
away from the departure shaft. The maximum of J-2T is 4.8 MPa re-
corded in ring R764 (i.e., 916.8 m away from the departure shaft),
and the maximum of J-2V is 18.6 MPa recorded in ring R761 (i.e.,
913.2 m away from the departure shaft). Tensile stresses of J-2T
and J-2V remain 4.3 MPa and 6.3 MPa at 60 days after the tunnel
construction.

It can also be noted that tensile stress of J-2V increases much
rapidly compared to tensile stress of J-1V. Possible reason is that
shield construction has greater influences on J-2V, since J-2V is
much closer to the tunnel than J-1V.

5. Analysis of interaction between underground structures and
construction procedure

5.1. Relation between underground structures and moving trajectory
of EPB shield

Fig. 8 presents the field observed deviation curve between
shield axis and planned tunnel alignment of cutter face in x axis
direction during excavation. Positive deviation represents direction
toward right and negative deviation denotes direction toward left
(viewed from shield tail). Deviation of cutter face is basically neg-
ative, i. e., shield axis is toward left, as illustrated in Fig. 8. In the
range of rings from ring R730 to R742, deviation changed remark-
ably, especially in ring R741, the maximum reaches 48 mm. Corre-
sponding to shield posture in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 shows the jack thrust of
left and right partition acting on the shield during excavation. From
the figure, jack thrust of left partition is generally larger than right
partition, and the average value of jack thrust on left partition is
about 35% greater than right partition.

The reason for above phenomena is due to the soil on the right
side of the shield is constrained within a U-shaped semi-enclosed
space surrounded by arrival shaft wall and adjacent underground
structures, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Surrounding soil is disturbed
due to the tunnel construction with accumulations of earth pres-
sure and pore pressure, and resulting in safety reduction of under-
ground structures. On the contrary, the soil on the left side of the
shield is almost not restrained. Therefore, the imbalance pressure
between the right side and left side leads to the deviation of the
shield machine, making shield tunnel construction hard to control.

The following measures are adopted to dissipate the accumu-
lated pressure and ensure engineering quality: (i) The shield move
velocity slowing from 30 mm/min to 20 mm/min; (ii) Adjusting
correction jacks at left and right partition of shield.

When the EPB shield machine moves from ring R743 to R764,
reinforcement stresses maintain small, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Jack thrusts remain stable as small values as shown in Fig. 9. It is
therefore concluded that these countermeasure is effective.

5.2. Relation between underground structures and shield machine
reaching the arrival shaft

As illustrated in Fig. 5, lateral displacement moves towards the
tunnel at D-2 when shield machine reached the arrival shaft.
Furthermore, Fig. 11 shows the ground settlements are observed
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X-1�X-5 above tunnel alignment during the process of the EPB
shield machine reaches the arrival shaft. As shown in the figure,
ground displacement varies from �2 to +1 mm just before the
shield machine reaches the arrival shaft. Once the shield machine
passed through the arrival shaft wall, ground settlements at X-
1�X-5 dramatically increase. A maximum ground settlement of
�68 mm is recorded at X-4. Simultaneously, obvious ground crack
is found above tunnel alignment close to arrival shaft when the
shield shaft reaches the arrival shaft.

The reasons for aforementioned phenomena are due to the col-
lapse of ground over tunnel when the enclosed door of arrival
shaft is opened. The enclosed door of the shaft was opened when
the shield near the 916.8 m. With the opening of enclosed door,
the soil over the shield collapsed so that large displacement
was measured over the centerline of tunnel, which also cause
large displacement of underground structures (refer to Fig. 5).
In order to protect, the ground at the entrance part to shaft, fol-
lowing countermeasures are adopted: (i) to accelerate excavation
speed of shield to reduce time of soil exposure; (ii) to increase
quantity of tail grouting after the assemble of lining ring. At the
same time, in order to keep the ground surface for construction
use, secondary grouting is adopted to lift the ground surface at
the shaft side.

After the ring R764 was moved out from the shield tail, tracking
measurement of X-1–X-5 gradually reached the steady state, i.e.,
stabilized at around 1 mm after secondary grouting (see Fig. 11).

5.3. Relation between diaphragm wall and earth pressure induced by
shield driving

Fig. 12 shows the relationship between maximum lateral dis-
placement of diaphragm wall at D-2 and earth pressure of load cell
S-1. As shown in the figure, the maximum lateral displacement in-
creases with the increase of earth pressure. The slope of the curves
becomes gentle at high earth pressure. Therefore, rational choice of
earth pressure at the cutter face is effective for the deformation
control of diaphragm wall during shield construction. The load cell
was buried in a depth of 9.9 m and the distance between the load
cell and diaphragm wall was 2.0 m. Groundwater level is about
2.0 m underground surface so that the effective vertical stress at
load cell place is about 94 kPa. Therefore, the lateral earth pressure
at rest is about 47 kPa with the coefficient of lateral earth pressure
of 0.5 (K0) according to the Shanghai Geotechnical Investigation
Code (CCEMS, 2002). Thus, the total horizontal earth pressure at
rest is about 126 kPa. According the construction experiences of
Shanghai, the designated chamber pressure for EPB shield is
approximately equal to the total horizontal earth pressure at rest
(Bai and Ding, 2009). From this result, we can found that the exis-
tence of nearby underground structure caused very high earth
pressure between shield and structure.
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6. Conclusions

(1) The impact on nearby underground structure during shield
excavation is small. The cumulative lateral displacement of
the diaphragm wall varied from �11 to 10 mm. The shield
driving induced tensile stress change is in the range of 0–
18.6 MPa. All of these changes are within the elastic limit
of the structure.

(2) The existence of the nearby underground structures caused
rapid accumulation of earth pressure around the shield tun-
nel, which leads to the deviation of shield machine. Counter-
measures are proved effective by slowing down excavation
velocity and timely correction jacks to insure the under-
ground structures safe.

(3) The combination of accelerating forward speed and second-
ary grouting effectively reduced the impact on the surround-
ings due to the arrival at the arrival shaft. After the shield
machine reached the arrival shaft, stresses in interior struc-
ture and deformation in the diaphragm wall remain stable in
a low level.

(4) The shield excavation velocity and earth pressure surround-
ing the new tunnel have great influence on lateral displace-
ment of diaphragm wall. Rational choice of construction
parameters of EPB shield is effective to control the deforma-
tion of diaphragm wall.
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